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A. FROM THE EDITOR’S PEN:

It is with great pride and pleasure that I bring before you the Annual (2017-2018) issue of “Bodhi Vriksh”. This e-magazine showcases the entire gamut of scholastic, co-scholastic and extracurricular activities of the students and staff of Shobhit University. The roots of “Bodhi Vriksh- A tree of Knowledge” go back deep into time. It was several decades ago that Dr. Shobhit Kumar and Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra established NICE Society (a non-profit organization) with the objective of youth empowerment, employment generation and economic growth. We at Shobhit University believe that Education Empowers and it is our mission to work for comprehensive personality development of our students and thereby contribute to social uplift.

Bodhi Vriksh is the result of tireless labour of the entire team. I thank them for their dedication. We are also grateful to Hon’ble Chancellor Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra for his inspiration and blessings, Patron, Prof. (Dr.) Amar P. Garg, and Registrar, Mr. V.K. Singh for their support.

Happy Reading!

Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt
Director, School of Business Studies
Chief Editor- Bodhi Vriksh
A. AWARDS AND RANKINGS OF THE UNIVERSITY

1. **Hon’ble Chancellor Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra conferred with ASSOCHAM Lifetime Achievement Award 2018:**

   Honorable Chancellor, Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra was honoured with Life Time Achievement Award 2018 by ASSOCHAM India. Mr. S K Singh, Regional Director ASSOCHAM said that as an inspirational leader, and visionary entrepreneur, Mr. Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra has made outstanding contribution in the field of Education, Training and Development.

2. **ASSOCHAM Award: Shobhit University, Meerut was conferred National Education Excellence Award 2018: BEST UNIVERSITY FOR PROMOTING INDUSTRY ACADEMIA INTERFACE.** The award was presented by Dr Satya Pal Singh, Hon’ble State Minister of Human Resource Development and incumbent minister Dr Harsh Vardhan, Ministry of Science & Technology to Honorable Chancellor Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra on 17 February, 2018. In his acceptance speech, Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra said that Universities have a deep relationship with society. Knowledge generated in institutions of higher education can be used for the enrichment of society.
3. 'CSR National Awards Ceremony' organised by India's largest career preparation magazine- Competition Success Review (CSR), conferred Shobhit University, Meerut with "CSR Top Institutes of India Award 2018".

On behalf of the University, the award was received by Mr. Vasu Shobhit, Director (New Initiatives) and Mr. Vijay Kumar Singh, Registrar.

We are thankful to our proud students, alumni, staff, faculty, friends and well-wishers for supporting our mission to empower the nation through education since 1989.

4. School of Law and Constitutional Studies of Shobhit University was featured in "40 BEST LAW COLLEGES IN INDIA" by India Today ASPIRE. (January 2018 issue)

5. Shobhit University has been conferred "Best University for Research 2017 Award" by Centre for Education Growth and Research (CEGR).

7. Shobhit Meerut was listed amongst Outstanding Universities of India by Career 360 - India's Largest Higher Education & Careers magazine. (March 2017)

8. Shobhit Meerut received 'CSR Excellence in Education Award 2017' and 'CSR Top Institutes of India Award 2017' bestowed by Competition Success Review.

B. IMPORTANT DAYS

1. University Day Celebration:

University Day–2017 was celebrated on 24 July at University auditorium. The celebration started in the morning with Hawan followed by the function in the auditorium. The program was presided over by Dr. Jayanand, Registrar, Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies delivered a speech on “Passion towards Teaching Profession”. Prof. (Dr.) R. K. Jain gave a presentation on “Attitude”. Mr. Rahul Tomer and Mr. Vijay Maheshwari also shared their views. Mayank’s song and Dance performance by Shubham and group were greatly appreciated.
2. Independence Day Celebration: The Vice Chancellor Prof. Shakti Dev Mukherjee hoisted the flag and addressed the gathering. This was followed by a motivational speech by Prof. Poonam Devdutt. The students presented a vibrant song and dance sequence to celebrate the day.

3. Teachers’ Day Celebration: Teachers’ Day was celebrated in University Auditorium by students with full zeal and enthusiasm. The Vice Chancellor, Prof. Shaktidev Mukherejee and Prof. Poonam Devdutt spoke about the importance of Teachers’ Day and the role of teachers in present day education system. The students put up a colourful cultural program.
4. **Gandhi Jayanti**: In keeping with the vision of Hon’ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi SWATCHTA HI SEWA, the staff and students of Shobhit University, Meerut, undertook a Cleanliness Drive to celebrate Gandhi Jayanti. The event was personally led by Hon’ble Chancellor Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra.

5. **Diwali Poojan**: Diwali Poojan was held in the Department of Education under the guidance of Coordinator and Head Prof. Parul Sharma. The students participated in diya–making competition, candle-making and rangoli-making competition.
6. **Birth Anniversary of Sarder Vallabh Bhai Patel**: Shobhit University paid homage to Sarder Vallabh Bhai Patel, the Iron Man of India. Poster making and Essay Competition was organised by the Department of Education under the leadership of Prof. Parul Sharma in which cash prizes were awarded to the students. Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt threw light on the life and achievements of Sardar Patel. The Vice Chancellor, Prof. Shaktidev Mukherjee presided over the program.

7. **Birth Anniversary of Sir C.V. Raman**: On 7 November, 2017, the birth anniversary of Nobel Laureate, Sir Chandershekhar Venkata Raman was celebrated. A Physics and Nobel Prize Inter- school Quiz was organised in which over 100 students from 14 different schools from Meerut participated. The program was inaugurated by Chief Guest Mr. Abhay Kumar, Managing Director, Dayal Fertilisers, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Dr Shaktidev Mukherjee, Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies and Prof. (Dr.) Rakesh Kumar Jain. Mr. Abhay Kumar, himself a successful entrepreneur and leading industrialist of Meerut, in his address to the students emphasized the importance of Patience, Passion and Perseverance for achieving success in life.
The Quiz consisted of 75 objective questions based on Physics & the Nobel Prize. Prof. (Dr.) Rakesh Kumar Jain and Mr. Aniket Kumar spoke about Sir C. V. Raman's inspirational life and achievements.

8. Children’s Day Celebration:
Children’s Day was celebrated with gaiety and merriment. A cultural program was organized under the supervision of Prof. Parul Sharma.

9. Christmas Day Celebration:
Department of Education celebrated Christmas day with a tableau depicting the birth of Jesus Christ.
10. **Republic Day Celebration:** The 62nd Republic Day was celebrated in a grand and colourful manner. Vice Chancellor, Prof (Dr) Shaktidev Mukhrjee, in his Republic Day address emphasised the importance of understanding our roles and responsibilities as citizens. Students, he said should feel proud of being citizens of the largest democracy of the world. Registrar, Mr. V. K. Singh congratulated the Shobhit family on this prestigious day.

Dr Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies elaborated on the role played by the constitution makers with particular reference to Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. This was followed by a spectacular musical show by the Department of Education.

11. **Annual Sports Meet 2018:**

The Annual Sports Meet- 2018 was a three day extravaganza to mark the birth anniversary of our inspiration Babu Vijendra Kumar Ji. The Sports Meet was inaugurated on 6 February by Honorable Chancellor, Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra. He emphasised the importance of
games and sports and advised students to make best use of sports facilities and state of the art, gymnasium in the university. A special feature of the Sports Meet was the participation of 50 physically challenged students of Vani School.

Students participated in diverse events including Football and Cricket matches, races, javelin throw, discuss throw, short put, long jump, and tug of war. The third day of the meet was started with Blood Donation Camp in association with Red Cross Society of India.
Honorable Chancellor, Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra, inaugurated the camp and became the first donor. As in the past 17 years more than 100 units of blood were donated. The Chancellor, Vice Chancellor, Registrar and other dignitaries presented medals and prizes to the winners. On this occasion, Shobhit University also felicitated the National and International players of western Uttar Pradesh.

12. International Mother Language Day: International Mother Language Day was celebrated on 21 February, 2018. This day has been demarcated by UNESCO to promote cultural and linguistic diversity all around the world. On this day Essay Writing, Story Telling, Symposium, and Quiz competition were organized for all students.

13. National Science Day: National science day was celebrated by School of Applied Science on 28 February, 2018. Over 100 students, faculty members, co-ordinators participated in the program. The program was presided over by Honorable Vice Chancellor, Prof (Dr) Shaktidev Mukherjee who elaborated on ‘Raman Effect’. Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, SBS, spoke on
“Importance of Science and its effect on our surroundings”. Dr. Mamta Bansal shared her views on “Science and Technology for a Sustainable Future”. Mr. Rajesh Pandey delivered his speech on “Artificial Intelligence”. A number of Students made presentations on the theme of Science and Technology.

14. **International Women’s Day Celebration:** International Women’s Day was celebrated by School of Business Studies, Shobhit University in association with Janhit Foundation. In a passionate presentation on “Contribution of Women in Nation Building”, Dr. Priyamvada Tomar, Member, Uttar Pradesh Women’s Commission, emphasized that our society has made much progress in regard to gender equality but there is still a gap especially in rural areas.
Dr. Pallavi Agarwal, Additional District Judge, Bijnor, shared her views that women should be appreciated, supported and encouraged. We should empower them and hear their voice. Prof (Dr.) Y. Vimla, of C.C.S University, said that women must develop self confidence in order to get success in their professional and personal life. Dr. Deepshikha, Principal, R. G. Degree College, held that women must develop special skills to get success in personal and professional life rather than comparing themselves with men.

Multitasking is a special talent in women and they must use it for their career development.

Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt, Director, SBS, said that there is much need of women entrepreneurs in society. Even with the feminist movement gaining momentum and receiving widespread support, women face certain setbacks in various aspects of life – be it social, educational or technical. She said that woman is the life giver to the whole human race and it is the responsibility of everyone to give her a respectable status and honour in society. All the speakers lauded the social, economic, cultural and political achievements of women in past decades and felt that the day is also a reminder of their responsibility to achieve gender equality. Shobhit University, felicitated all the distinguished participants.
15. **World Health Day**: The theme of World Health Day was ‘Universal Health Coverage: Everyone, Everywhere’. Universal Health Coverage refers to the providing of essential healthcare services to a person while ensuring that their use does not expose the user to financial distress.

In accordance with the above theme, Department of Biomedical Engineering organized 11th consecutive Free Health Checkup Camp on 7 April, 2018. In the camp, overall body composition parameters were measured to check the fitness of an individual. More than 100 persons were checked during the camp. A seminar on the theme “Depression: Let’s Talk” was also organized.
16. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Jayanti:

School of Law and Constitutional Studies celebrated 127th Birth Anniversary of Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar on 14 April, 2018. Vice Chancellor Dr. Sakhtidev Mukherjee threw light on the life and contributions of Baba Sahib. Mr. Vijay Kumar Singh, Registrar, described the contribution of Dr. Ambedkar in framing the Constitution. Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, SBS discussed about the struggles of Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar and exhorted the students to take inspiration from his life. Dr. Anil Kumar Sharma, Dean SLCS gave the vote of thanks to all eminent speakers.

C. CONFERENCE/ WORKSHOP/ SEMINAR AT SU

1. Workshop on" MATLAB & IoT": For the all-round cognitive development of students, a one day workshop was organised on "MATLAB & IoT" at the Electronics & Electrical Department, on 28 September, 2017. The purpose of the workshop was to enable students to enhance their skills. MATLAB & IoT (Internet of Things) Programming is used to bridge the gap between physical and digital world to improve,
quality and productivity of life, society and industries. Dr, R.K. Jain, Head of Department and Mr. Aniket Kumar shared their views on the topic. Workshop Excellence Awards were also given to students.

2. **Workshop on History, Evolution and Branches of Psychology:**

On, 06 Oct, 2017, a workshop on "History, Evolution and Branches of Psychology" was organised in School of Business Studies. The objective of the workshop was to enhance awareness about Psychology, its branches and career prospects.

Ms. Juhi Chopra, presented her views on history, evolution, and different career prospects in the field of Psychology. Students of Psychology gave their presentations on different branches of Psychology. Dr. Poonam Devdutt, in her Key Note address explained different theories of Psychology, and discussed about the wide application of Psychology in life and society. She also congratulated the students of Psychology as it was the first workshop organized by the first
batch of Center for Psychology and Human Behavior in Shobhit University.

3. **Workshop on Hands on Training:**
Department of Biomedical Engineering and Sciences organised Hands on training on therapeutic devices in collaboration with PhysioBiomed Experts, New Delhi on 10 October, 2017. This workshop was a collaborative effort between Shobhit University and Physio Biomed Experts. Medical Therapy Instruments have redefined the traditional approach to treat and rehabilitate patients by offering safe, pain less, non-invasive solutions for different problems. The workshop made students aware about the technical and theoretical aspects of Medical therapy instrumentation. It included training and demonstration of the Instruments like, Short Wave Diathermy Continuous 250 Watts Portable, Ultrasonic Therapy, TENS (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulator), Muscles stimulator, and Interferential therapy.

4. **Workshop on Revit and Bridge Design Software:** One day workshop on Revit and Bridge Design Software was organised by Civil Engineering department on 9 October, 2017. Experts from APTRON Company addressed over 100 students, faculty members, and gave information about different kind of engineering and architecture drawings with the help of designing software REVIT and different kind of software related to design of bridge and its components.
5. **Workshop on "Electronics Security & Fire Systems ":** A one-day workshop was organized 13 October, 2017 on the subject of "Electronics Security and Fire Systems" under the collaborative effort between Shobhit University & DUCAT Experts. Electronics Security & Fire Systems provides its user with a reasonable degree of protection against one or more real or imagined dangers, threats, or nuisances. An “electronic security system” is one in which the system’s actions are heavily dependent on electronic circuitry. These systems are broadly utilized within corporate work places, commercial places , shopping centers, in railway stations, public places etc. Experts from DUCAT, Mr. Victor Rathore and Mr. Gaurav Jain conducted the full day workshop.

6. **Symposium on Biological Clock and its Importance for Indian Lifestyle:** School of Biological Engineering and Sciences organized a symposium on the above theme on 14 October 2017. The symposium brought together the leading academicians, scientists, and researchers to
7. **The Principals’ Conclave**: The Principals’ Conclave-2017 was organized by School of Business Studies, on 10 November, 2017 with the theme, “Schools Today….and The Road Ahead”. The Conclave was inspired by the vision of Honorable Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, to create 20 World Class Universities in the Country.
Schools are the foundation for Universities, therefore it is important to initiate a constant dialogue between Schools and Institutions of Higher Education. India is a youthful country with a sizeable percentage of our population less than 24 years of age. Shobhit University felt that holistic education from primary to the highest level is the need of the hour. In general, there is no interaction between Schools and Institutions of Higher Education. Also, a large number of school leaving students drop out of the Education Eco-system and do not opt for higher education. In view of the above, The Principals’ Conclave 2017, the first Conclave of its kind in Western UP, was organized to bridge the disconnect and give School Principals a platform to meet, interact, brainstorm and share their insights on a host of issues relevant for Schools today.

About 30 Principals from different CBSE, ICSC and UP Board participated in the conclave and deliberated on the sub themes. The Chief Guest Mr. Ashok Sharma (IFS & Former Ambassador to Finland) gave an account of the education system of Finland, one of the best in the world. Hon’ble Chancellor, Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra and Shri Mahamandleshwar Martand Puri expounded on the School eco-system in India. Prof. Poonam Devdutt, director School of Business Studies welcomed the guests and introduced the sub themes. The participating Principals deliberated on the challenges faced by schools and solutions thereof.
8. **Workshop on 3-D printing**: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized a workshop on “3-D printing” on 21 November, 2017, under the guidance of Dr. Sanyam Sharma (Head-Mechanical Engineering). This workshop was conducted by CETPA Infotech, Noida. Technical experts Mr. Kautilya Kashyap and Mr. Rohit Pahawa explained the significance of 3-D printing in Computer aided designing (CAD). Later, a practical session on 3-D Printer was carried out. The Honorable Vice-chancellor Dr. Shaktidev Mukherjee also guided students by emphasizing the need of 3-D printing.
9. **Workshop on Yoga in Daily Life**: Centre for Yoga and Research, Shobhit University, Meerut organized one day Workshop on Yoga in Daily Life on 8 December, 2017. Renowned International Yoga Guru Soham Guruji spoke on ‘Value of Yoga in Daily Life’. He also explained how to curb various diseases related to shoulder, eyes, hair fall, depression etc. by the practice of Yoga. Yoga Guru Soham Guruji has delivered lectures on Yoga in over 35 countries of the world. He has received numerous awards from different countries and Ministries. Recently, Egypt appointed Soham Guru ji as its brand ambassador, due to his extraordinary work in the field of Yoga. Vice Chancellor Prof. Shakti Dev Mukherjee, Registrar Vijay Kumar Singh and
Director School of Business Studies (Prof.) Dr. Poonam Devdutt inaugurated the workshop. Deans of various Departments and all the faculty members and students of University were present.

10. **Scout and Guide Camp:**
Department of Education organized a four day Scout and Guide from 5 Jan to 8 Jan, 2018. The camp was inaugurated by Prof. Shakti Dev Mukkherjee, Vice Chancellor, Shobhit University, Meerut; and Shri Vijay Kumar, Registrar, Shobhit University, Meerut. The Scout and Guide camp was led by the Scout trainer Mr. Manoj Sindhi, and the Guide trainer Ms. Alka Thakur.
The 63 participants of the camp were from B.Ed. and BTC 1st and 2nd year course. A total of 11 patrol teams were formed having 5 team members with 2 group leaders. The four day camp started with the yoga session, and the integration program, and continued with the learning of various techniques of knots, hitches and lashings for improvised tent, etc.

The scouts were trained in different aspects of first aid. Other activities included, Human Ambulance, Human pyramid, Monkey bridge, Lotus Act etc. The camp came to an end with a wonderful performance of all the scouts. The camp director Dr. Parul Sharma, Chief Guests, Faculty…
members Ms. Uma Sharma and Mr. Rahul Tomar praised and congratulated all the scouts and guides for their wonderful performance in the grand event.

11. **Webinar on “Disaster Recovery with Oracle”**: Department of Computer Science & Engineering organized a WEB Seminar on “Disaster Recovery with Oracle” on 16 February, 2018. The web seminar was hosted by Mr. Amit Kumar from Oracle Technologies. Objective of the seminar was to provide information on how Oracle’s Zero Data Loss Recovery Appliance integrates advanced data protection with Oracle Database to address loss and recovery challenges. The major focus of the webinar was on the utility in today’s environment, where data loss is a prime concern. The seminar was meant to motivate people and organisations to move towards Oracle Cloud for better utilization and security of their business data.

12. **Budget Conclave- 2018**: School of Business Studies organised Annual Budget Conclave 2018 under the theme of “Analysis and Impact” on 22 February 2018. At the outset, Prof. Poonam Devdutt welcomed the eminent speakers. Dr. S. S. Chauhan discussed the main objectives of the Union Budget. Invited speaker Dr. R. L. Bishnoi, Independent Director, Bank of India, shared his views on investments and savings. Prof. (Dr.) R. P. Juyal discussed the Indian economy, GDP, GNP, employment status and savings. Mr. Manu Rishi, leading tax consultant presented various aspects of the budget related to taxation. Mr. Sanjeev Mittal, former President, Indian Industries Association, spoke about the importance of budget for industry and organizations. The session was attended by students of all the departments of the university.
13. **Workshop on “PSSE & PSS SINCAL”**: 
A one day workshop was organized on “PSSE & PSS” in the Department of Electronics & Electrical on 22 Feb 2018. Experts from Siemens (PTE) Vikash Chaturvedi and Bhavesh delivered lectures and conducted live sessions.

For developing countries like India, where 70% of population, in both the farming and non-farming sectors, is dependent on agriculture as a main source of income, the role of sustainable agriculture cannot be overlooked. In view of the above the Department of Biotechnology, Agriculture and Agri-Informatics, Shobhit University Meerut in association with Society for Scientific and Social Development (SSSD), organized the National Conference
on “Agricultural Sciences and Sustainable Environment ASSE-2018” on 24 February, 2018.

The Inaugural session of the conference was graced by the benign presence of Chief Guest, Prof. M. P. Yadav, Ex-Director, IVRI, Izzatnagar & Former VC of Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel University, Meerut and Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra, Hon’ble Chancellor, Shobhit, University, Meerut, Pr of. Rajendra Kumar, Principal Scientist, ICAR-IARI, New Delhi & Ex DG, UPCAR, Lucknow, Elect President SSSD, Prof. (Dr.) Shakti Dev Mukherjee, Vice-Chancellor, Shobhit University, Meerut and Prof. D.V. Rai, Vice Chancellor, Shobhit University, Gangoh, Mr. Vijay K Singh, Registrar Shobhit University Meerut. The Technical session included invited talks of eminent scientists, a farmers’ session and a poster session. In Valedictory Ceremony, the Scientists and scholars were felicitated for their rigorous efforts in the form of prestigious SSSD awards. The ceremony was graced by the benign presence of the Chief Guest Dr. Gaya Prasad, Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel University of Agriculture & Technology. The conference ended with a hope that the convention had served to build a network of academicians with a common aim of channelizing the prospective researches in the interest of the nation.
15. Workshop on ‘Naturopathy- Be Your Own Doctor’:
Centre for Yoga and Research, Shobhit University, organized a one day workshop on ‘Naturopathy - Be Your Own Doctor’ on 27 March 2018 at Shobhit University, Meerut. Key speaker for the workshop was Dr. D. N. Sharma, Scientific Advisory Committee, Department of Ayush Ministry of Family and Health Welfare, Government of India. He presented his lecture on Naturopathy which is an art and science of healthy living and a drugless system of healing based on well founded philosophy. He also said that naturopathy works on each and every area of the body, mind, spirit and emotions and can help us get rid of many diseases with the help of naturopathy like stress, asthma, migraine, eyes problems, sugar, liver diseases and many more. Mr. Vijay Kumar Singh, Registrar, Shobhit University also urged the students to have Yoga as a primary activity in their day to day schedule. Prof. (Dr.) Shaktidev Mukherjee, said that naturopathy and yoga can make one’s life more energetic and flexible.
16. NANOTOCON:
National Conference on Nanoscience and Technologies in Digital India (NANOTCON) was held on 27 and 28 April, 2018. A galaxy of eminent speakers from the leading institutes of the countries assembled and shared their views. Among them were Prof. N.L. Singh, Dr. B. K. Kaushik, Dr. Narayan Chandra Mishra from IIT Roorkee, Dr. Praveen Saini from NPL, New Delhi, Prof. (Dr.) D.V. Rai, Vice Chancellor Shobhit University, Gangoh,
Prof. (Dr.) Jayanand from NUI, Greater Noida, Prof. Subuhi Khan from AMU, Dr. Hrishikesh Dhasmana from Amity Institute of Advance Research & Studies, Prof. M. Moni, and Prof. Shabana Urooj, Jt. Sectretary IEEE Delhi Section. A large number of papers were presented and posters sessions were held.

17. **Summer Training Program**: School of Biological Engineering and Sciences organized 10 days summer training program from 10 July – 20 July, 2017. The objective was to acquaint the students with advanced tools and techniques in Biological Sciences.
18. Winter Training Program: Department of Biomedical Engineering organized Winter Training Program on “Physiochemical Characterization of Biomaterial” for B.Sc. and B.Tech students.

D. STUDENT TRANSITION AND EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM (STEP)

1. Seminar on Career Prospects in Psychology: A workshop on "Career Prospects in Psychology" was organised in NAS College on 4th August, 2017. The resource person was Dr Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies and Center for Psychology and Human Behavior. Students were given information about, What is Psychology, Branches of Psychology, Where does Psychologists work, Options after graduation in Psychology, Qualities required in a Psychologists, and Need for Psychologists. A number of Schools participated in the workshop. Among them were K. L. International Public School, Rishabh Academy, NAS Inter College, City Vocational Public School, Meerut Public Girls School, and SSD Inter College.

2. Career Building Seminar at Baghpat: A Career Building Seminar was organised at Yamuna Inter College, Baghpat on 16 August, 2017 with the objective of informing students about career options after intermediate, How to score good marks in board examinations, Options after graduation and How
to choose a career based on the skills of the students. The resource person Dr Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies and Center for Psychology and Human Behavior addressed the students and later answered their queries. Dr Ashok K Gupta, Dean, School of Business Studies, also gave detailed information about Shobhit University to the students. The students of Panchali Inter College also participated.

3. Student’s Visit – G D Goenka Public School:

As part of a CSR initiative by Dr Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies, a group of 29 students and 2 teachers from G. D. Goenka Public School, Muzafarnagar visited Shobhit University. They were taken on a detailed tour of Shobhit University campus including Centre for Yoga and Research where they learnt some basic Yogic Asanas. They were enthralled by the Moot Court of School of Law and Constitutional Studies, by the University Gym, the Library, and by different laboratories.
of School of Science and Technology. Faculty members of all the Schools and Departments gave detailed information about various courses offered and career opportunities in various fields. Students also raised many queries and enthusiastically saw the entire campus. A sumptuous lunch was served to the students.

4. Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies conducted a series of talks on Child Sex Abuse and the POCSO Act in number of schools in Meerut and Muzaffarnagar, viz. Army Public School, Meerut, Saint John’s Senior Secondary School, Meerut, S. D. Public School,
Muzaffarnagar, Saint Patrick’s School, Meerut, Wisdom Global School, Meerut, Sophia Girls’ School, Meerut, Holy Angel Convent School, Muzaffarnagar, K.L. International School, Meerut. A large number of students and teachers were present. The talks were followed by Questions and Answer session.

E. INVITED TALKS

- Prof. (Dr.) Rakesh Kumar Jain presented an invited talk on Detection of Gravitational Waves: A challenge of 21 Century, in National Conference on Recent Advancement In Science And Technology (RAST-2018) on 6 March, 2018, organised by Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Shobhit University, Gangoh, Saharanpur, U.P.
Mr. Aniket Kumar presented an invited talk on Simulation and Comparative Analysis of Multipliers: Adaptive Algorithm for Noise Cancellation, in *National Conference on Recent Advancement in Science and Technology (RAST-2018)* on 6 March, 2018, organised by Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Shobhit University, Gangoh, Saharanpur, U.P.


Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies participated as a panelist in the Global Educators fest organised by SCOO News, Gurgaon. She spoke on Changing Scenario in Higher Education.
Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies took part in a panel discussion on ‘Child and Adolescent Safety’ at Indian Medical Association, Meerut Branch for Doctors and their families.

Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies took part in a panel discussion at the Knowledge Conclave (Dialogue on Higher Education and New Age Learning Pedagogy) organised by The Hindu at the Park Hotel, New Delhi.

Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies conducted a session on Emotional Intelligence as a resource person in Faculty Development Program at Dewan Institute of Management Studies.
Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies took part as a Guest of Honour and Key Note speaker in seminar on ‘Women Wellness: Opportunities and Challenges’ on 7 April, 2018 conducted by Association of Innovative Education and Institute of Legal Studies, CCS University, Meerut.

Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies was invited as a Guest of Honour and Key Note speaker at K. K. Jain P. G. College, Daurala in National Seminar on ‘Violence against Girl Child and Women: Issues and Challenges’ on 21 March 2018

Dr. Poonam Devdutt, Director, School of Business Studies was invited as a Guest of Honour and Key Note speaker at International Conference
on ‘Role of Teachers in the New Emerging World’ at College of Education, Deewan Group of Institutions, Meerut on 28 and 29 April, 2018.

F. PAPERS PUBLISHED:


G. PAPERS PRESENTED/ PROCEEDINGS IN CONFERENCE:

R. K. Jain, Ashok Kumar and R.N. Chakraborty presented a paper (oral) on ‘Effects of UV Irradiation on Fission-Fragment Track Parameters in Makrofol-E’, in International Conference on High Energy Radiation and Applications (ICHERA-17), held at the Department of Physics Faculty of Science, The M.S. University of Baroda, Vadodara-390002 (10-13 October, 2017)

Dr. Poonam Devdutt attended the First National Conference on Addiction Psychiatry held in All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi on 27th to 29 November. She presented a paper on ‘Transactional Analysis in Alcohol De-addiction’.


Ms. Shiva Sharma Research Scholar, Department of Biomedical Engineering, presented her research paper on ‘Rudraksha as a Novel Functional Biomaterial for Stress Relaxation and Cognitive Enhancement’ in International conference of Functional Biomaterial 13-15 April, 2018 Punjab University, Chandigarh.

Snigdha Tiwari1, Siddarth N. Rahul, Alka Sehrawat and Jyoti Sharma presented a paper on ‘Nanotechnology: Health & Environment: Nanosensors And Nanobased Smart Delivery Systems For Efficient Use of Agricultural Natural Resources, Nutrients And Chemicals Through Precision Farming’ in NANOTCON- 2018, held at Shobhit university, Meerut on 27-28 April 2018.

Rupesh Kumar, R. R. Udawant, Maya Datt Joshi, Aditya Pundhir, Prashant Mario D’souza presented a paper on ‘Nanotechnology: Potential Application in Energy Conversion and Storage Systems’. NANOTCON- 2018
Aditya Pundhir, Karun Dev Pradhan, Rupesh Kumar, Maya Datt Joshi, Jyoti. ‘In Vitro Phytochemical Analysis and Evaluation of Antimicrobial Potential of Methanolic Extracts of Indian Spices against Urinary Tract Infection’. NANOTCON- 2018

Dr. Sanyam Sharma has presented two papers ‘Performance analysis of circular bearing with Finite element method, and Heat transfer augmentation with Nanofluid and inserts in heat exchanger: A Review’, in two days National conference NANOTCON-18, held at Shobhit University, Meerut on 27-28 April, 2018

Mr. Rajkishor has presented a paper on ‘A study of different new experiments for plastic deformation’, in two days National conference NANOTCON-18, held at Shobhit university, Meerut on 27-28 April, 2018.

Ms. Preeti Garg presented a paper titled ‘Growth Strategies of Women Entrepreneurs: A Case Study of Bangalore Region’ in National Conference on Management in New Millennium Strategies for Growth organized by School of Business Studies and Entrepreneurship, Shobhit University, Gangoh on 18 April, 2018.

Dr. Anuj Goel presented a paper titled ‘Make in India: Fostering Growth of Manufacturing Sector- A Case Study of Automobile Industry’ in National Conference on Management in New Millennium Strategies for Growth organized by School of Business Studies and Entrepreneurship, Shobhit University, Gangoh on 18 April, 2018.

Mr. Shamshad Hussain has presented a paper on, ‘A study of decision making soft set theory in matrices form’ in National Conference on Nanoscience and Technologies in Digital India (NANOTCON), organized by Shobhit Deemed University, Meerut during March 27-28, 2018


Dr. Yogesh Awasthi, ‘Data Security- Digital Token’, Communicated in National Conference on “Nanoscience & Technologies in Digital India” NANOTCON-18 in Shobhit Institute of Engineering & Technology (Deemed to be University) Meerut campus, pp-68, on 27th-28th April 2018

**Books Published**


**H. Conferences Attended**

1. Mr. Shamshad attended one day National Seminar on Making Mathematics Easy A Bharatiya Way, organized by Banarasidas Chandiwala Institute, Kalkaji, New Delhi on August 05, 2017.

2. All the faculty members of School of Business Studies attended Faculty Development Program on Impact of Moral Values, Ethics, Behavioural Sciences and Attitudinal Development of the Professionals from 4-16 December, 2017 in Dewan Institute of Management Studies, Meerut.

3. All the faculties of Biotechnology, Agriculture and Agri Informatics participated and presented paper in 2 days National Conference on Recent Trends in Basic & Applied Sciences and Sustainable Environment
4. Dr. Yogesh Awasthi and Ms. Neha Vashishtha attend One Week Faculty Development Program on Higher Education Faculty Career Orientation and Advancement (CEGR Certified Faculty) from 26-30 December, 2017 at New Delhi Institute of Management, New Delhi.

5. Dr. Poonam Devdutt attended the Annual Conference of National Association of Psychology at Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, West Bengal from 22 to 24 December, 2017.

6. Dr. Poonam Devdutt attended the B-Schools’ Leadership Conclave 2018 and took part in Panel discussion on Redefining Indian Management Education in a rapidly Transforming World. The Conclave was organized on 21st April, 2018 by Education Promotion Society, India, Hotel Claridges, New Delhi.

7. Dr. Poonam Devdutt attended the National Seminar on ‘Women as a Critical Partner in an Egalitarian Society’ on 8 and 9 March, 2018, organized by Association of Indian University and Northcap University, Gurugram.
8. Dr. Maya Datt Joshi participated in the 2 Day International workshop on “Bioinformatics and Computational Drug Designing” organized by Centre of Biological Engineering, Shobhit University, Gangoh on 16 and 17 February, 2018.

I. INDUSTRIAL VISITS/EDUCATIONAL TRIPS

1. The students of Department of Biotechnology, Agriculture and Agri Informatics visited Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel University of Agriculture & Technology, Meerut on 26 September, 2017

2. The students of Biotechnology, Agriculture and Agri Informatics visited 7th Fair and Agro-Industrial Exhibition: “Kisan Mela” at Sardar Vallabh bhai Patel University of Agriculture & Technology, Meerut on 7 October, 2017

3. Dinner with CEO: On 10 October, 2017, a dinner of MBA students was planned with Mr Trilok Anand, Commercial Director, Sanspareils Greenland. Sanspareils Greenland (SG) is a manufacturer of cricket equipment. Its balls are used in Test Cricket and in the Ranji Trophy in India. Its factory has been in Meerut, Uttar Pradesh since 1950. All leading Cricketers and sport personalities are customers of SG. The dinner was hosted by, Mr Trilok Anand for five students of MBA 2nd year, Sonam Chauhan, Ankur, Amit Chauhan, Anuj Chauhan, and Arya Parashar, and
with Director, SBS, Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt. Mr. Trilok Anand, an MBA from IIM Calcutta having 40 Years of experience has made SG famous for its product delivery, service quality and strong business ethics. During the dinner, Mr. Trilok Anand shared his experience and insights about the business. Students were greatly benefited and highly inspired.

3. Scientific Trip to Jaipur: Department of Biomedical Engineering organized a scientific trip to BMVSS Jaipur on November 11, 2017. Students of Biomedical and Biological Engineering learnt about the designing and development of different rehabilitative devices like microcontroller based myoelectric arm, PMMA based foot, below and above knee prosthesis, ankle prosthesis. The team of Bhagwan Mahaveer Viklang Shayta Smiti (Jaipur Foot), Jaipur specially (Dr. B R Mehta, Dr. Salila, Dr. Rehman, Dr. Manoj) enthusiastically gave information about the technology used in the designing of artificial limbs.
4. **Visit to All India Gandhian Constructive Workers Conference:**

Young people are valuable innovators and agents of change and their contributions should be actively supported, solicited and regarded as essential to nation building. In accordance with this view, the students of Shobhit University attended All India Gandhian Constructive Workers Conference organized by Harijan Sevak Sangh in New Delhi on 25 and 26 November, 2017. The conference was inaugurated by respected Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu Ji, Hon’ble Vice President of India. Hon’ble Chancellor, Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra also addressed the gathering.
5. Trip to Surajkund Crafts Mela:
Fairs and festivals are the custodians of our great cultural heritage. They connect the past glory with the progress of the present and are a good source of interaction amongst the people. They mirror different parts of the country and make us admire the talent of our craftsmen, artisans and artists. An educational trip was conducted by School of Business Studies, Shobhit University, Meerut to International Surajkund Mela, Faridabad on 15 February, 2018. The students were accompanied by faculty members. At the Mela, the students got a glimpse of diverse culture and handicraft of India. The theme for the 32nd Surajkund Mela was Uttar Pradesh. A visit to the mela made the students aware about the importance of crafts which is essential aspect of India’s cultural diversity.
6. **Educational Fair**: Students of D.El.Ed, Shobhit University participated in the educational fair “UTKARSH” organized on 22 and 23 February 2018 by Jila Shikshaavam Prashikshan Sansthan. Students of education department organized various types of stalls like posters, best out of waste models and on teaching aids of various subjects. Students also participated in Rangoli and Mehndi Competitions. This was a two day educational fair. The objective of the fair was to highlight the students’ abilities and enhance their communication and participation skills, increase confidence and augment their knowledge.
7. Visit to CPRI on National Potato Day:
The Faculties along with students of the Department of Agri-Informatics visited Central Potato Research Institute (CPRI), Meerut on the occasion of National Potato Day on 28 February 2018. The students learnt about different varieties of potato being grown, Krishi Plant, breeding and tissue culture and different dishes being made from potatoes. Potatoes are not only tasty but they also contain high levels of important vitamins and minerals such as vitamin C, potassium and iron. For farmers, there were Kisan Gosthi, exhibition and potato recipe competition. There were discussions on how farmers can improve their income by growing potatoes and new technology upgradation.

8. NSIC Visit (06/04/2018): Members of TBI team of Shobhit University visited National Small Industries Corporation on 6 April, 2018, learn the
various processes, Idea incubation, and establishment of ventures for commercialization, buildup of entrepreneurship values & providing value added services, to help new & existing entrepreneurs & industries to become more competitive through use of innovative & state of the art technologies.

**J. TRAINING AND PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES**

1. **Training Initiatives:**
   a. **UPCE Program:** The University has launched a program called “Unlocking Potential for Career Excellence” initiated by Registrar, Mr. V. K. Singh for undergraduate students. This 30 hours program aims at empowering students to hone their life skills for career excellence. The modules include life skills including SWOT analysis, Building self-esteem and confidence, understanding Values, and Time and Anger Management. The Module on Employability skills includes interpersonal and presentation skills, resume writing, Group Discussion and Interview Skills. The module and Corporate and Social Skills include Corporate Etiquette and enhancing Emotional Intelligence.

   b. **Internship Program:** 'An internship can change your life', says everyone who has ever done any meaningful internship. To provide
better opportunities to proud Shobhitians, University Training and Development Cell of Shobhit University, Meerut and Shobhit University, Gangoh signed MoU with Internshala.

c. Apps made by Students :
2. Placement Activities: As a result of extensive placement activities, more than 100 companies have visited Shobhit University. Students have received placements in frontline companies including Godrej, Optra, PNB Metlife, Tech Mahindra, Genpact, HT Media Limited, Modi Sugar Limited, Pepsi, Cipla, Nutrilife, FORTIS Hospital, Wipro and Many others.

K. NEW INITIATIVES

1. MOU with Western Sydney University, Australia:

Recognising the mutual benefits to be gained through a cooperative program, a Memorandum of Understanding has been signed between Shobhit University, Meerut and Western Sydney University, Australia. This will promote collaborative research project joint academic and scientific activities like Conferences, Symposia, and lectures, exchange of Academic staff for teaching and research, exchange of Ph.D/ M.Phil students, and exchange of other relevant informations.

2. SU-TBI: Shobhit University Technology Business Incubator (SU-TBI) is a government funded, MSME project under ASPIRE Scheme established for initiating technology led and knowledge driven enterprises. SU-TBI is a powerful economic development tool that work with the vision to "Establish organizational methodology to develop self-sustainable culture and appropriate skill sets for creation of managerial entrepreneurs to generate knowledge, wealth, employment and business models with social impact”

SU-TBI is working with the mission to

- Promote start-up by helping innovative ideas with commercial value.
• Promote economic development and knowledge economy to reduce unemployment.
• Motivate students to develop entrepreneur skills and self-sustainability.
• Develop business incubators and small enterprises in the Agro-based industry sector.
• Create corpus fund to seed ventures.

The working methodology of SU-TBI involve

• Training of students based on the industry needs and demand in order to generate skilled manpower.
• Specialized training according to the course curriculum requirement.
• Call of expression of interest from the interested candidates to learn the thrust technologies of the SU-TBI with an objective to transform them into entrepreneurs.
• Complete help to transform new technology ideas into commercial products.

Thrust Areas of SU-TBI

SU-TBI is initially working on the transformation of agriculture by products particularly for sugarcane, wheat and rice into commercial products like low cost water purification system and processed food with high nutritional benefits. The innovation Centre is actively involved in the development of cutting edge technology for conversion of agriculture by products into useful products with great market value. Currently, four training modules are open for registration in SU-TBI (Details can be obtained from website).

SU-TBI is looking for

• Students and young enthusiastic personals with the zeal to start up their own venture.
• Students and young aspirants with cutting edge technology ideas which SU-TBI will make feasible.
• Students and sharp minds looking to make themselves different from the crowd with precise industrial skill sets.
3. **What Next?.. Student Helpline:** In view of widespread stress and anxiety among students related to declaration of exam results, confusion regarding career, and to answer the question, “What next”, the centre for Psychology and Human Behaviour started a facility, wherein the Director of the centre, Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt addressed the concerns and queries of students and parents. The hotline elicited dozens of calls from students of all over U.P.

I. **STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS**

1. **Miss India Physique 2018**
Sanju Dhalak, student of Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Therapy, Center for Yoga and Research, Shobhit University won Gold Medal & Miss India Fitness 2018 title, in Senior National Men and Women Body Building & Men- Women Physique Sports Championship held on 23 -25 March, 2018 at Pune, Maharashtra. Championship was organized by Indian Body Building Federation in which 29 states and 7 Departments of Government of India participated. Total number of participants was 617. Sanju Dhalak credited her success to her parents, her struggle and hard work and yoga education. Prof (Dr) Shakti Dev Mukhrjee, Chancellor, Shobhit University congratulated her for this great achievement

2. Sanju Dhalak, student of Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Therapy from Centre of Yoga and Research, Shobhit University, won Gold Medal in Senior UP Body Building and Men-Women Physique Sports Championship held on 4th March, 2018 at Shobhit University, Meerut.

3. Prachi Dixit, Student of Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Therapy (2017-18) Centre For Yoga and Research, Shobhit University, won Bronze Medal
in the Championship organized by Uttar Pradesh Body Building and Fitness Association. Manoj Kumar Chauhan, Municipal Commissioner, Municipal Corporation, Meerut, inaugurated the championship. 160 participants and 47 districts participated in the championship.


5. Students of B.Sc. Biomedical participated in Debate Competition at IIMA, Meerut.


8. Students of Biomedical Engineering attended one Week training program on “Designing and implementation of cardiovascular Devices” from at ATI- EPI Dehradun

9. Students of Biomedical Engineering and Sciences participated in 11th National Debate competition “Digital India: Need or Dream” at SBSPGI of Biomedical Sciences, Dehradun.

10. Mr. Shadab, B.Sc. Biomedical participated in “Pradhan Mantri Koshal Vikas Yojna” on Food Processing Module and received Certificate from Government of India.
11. Mr. Anurag, B.Sc. Biomedical received certificate for his extraordinary performance from Nutri-Charge, Bhilwada, Rajasthan.

12. Eklavya Dwivedi, student of LL.B. Final year, School of Law and Constitutional Studies, Shobhit University, Meerut, was selected as Vice Captain of U. P. Ranji Cricket Team and participated in Ranji Trophy tournament 2017. Eklavya also participated in T-20 cricket tournament and Goa Cricket League in the month of Feb. & March, 2018. He is also an Indian Premier League player of Hyderabad Sunridgers.

13. Students of B.Tech II Year (Mechanical Engineering), Md. Wazid, Ashu Singh and Lakshay Raghav are working on a project “Design and development of Mini Tractor”. These students are working on this project in Mechanical Innovation Centre of Shobhit University, Meerut. It will be useful for the farmers having small lands and low income. This project will be very beneficial to the farmers who cannot afford to purchase commercial tractors for ploughing lands. This tractor is integrated with diesel operated grass cutter also. The estimated cost of this project is within the budget of low income farmers. This will be a small contribution to the farmer to increase their income, under the Government scheme “Doubling of Farmers’ Income by 2022”.

Mini Tractor
M. FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS AND AWARDS

1. Dr. Anita Rathore, Dr. Anil Kumar Sharma, and Ms. Neha Tyagi completed 350 Hrs. Yoga Teachers Training Program from Sri Sri School of Yoga, Bengaluru. Yoga Alliance Registered and Certified Yoga School under the Ministry of AYUSH, Govt. of India. They have been certified as Level -2, Yoga Teacher from Quality Council of India (Ministry of AYUSH, Govt. Of India).

2. Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt was conferred “The Sashakt Nari Samman-2018” by U.P. Cabinet Minister for Women Welfare, Dr. Rita Bahuguna Joshi on the occasion of International Womens’ Day, 2018.

3. Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt was honoured by SDM Sadar and Conservator of Forest in recognition of her services in the field of Counseling and Psychotherapy at the function organized by Vidya Knowledge Park on the occasion of Womens’ Day.

4. Dr. Snigdha Tiwari has received an award of “Doctoral Research Fellow Award” from Society for Scientific and Social Development (SSSD) in National Conference “Agricultural Sciences for Sustainable Environment-ASSE- 2018”, Shobhit University, Meerut on 24th Feb, 2018.
5. Dr. Anuj Goel has been awarded PhD in Commerce from C.C.S. University, Meerut under the guidance of Dr. Himanshu Agarwal on 17th November 2017.

6. Dr. Shabana Haque has qualified UGC-NET December 2017 in the subject of Economics

**N. Ph. D. DEGREES AWARDED**

1. C.S Ram has been awarded PhD in Department of Biomedical Engineering under the supervision of Prof. (Dr.) D.V. Rai, Prof. R. K. Saxena, and Prof. (Dr.) Jayanand on 31 March, 2018.

2. Sunil Kumar has been awarded PhD in Department of Computer Science and Engineering under the supervision of Prof. (Dr.) R. P. Agarwal, Dr. M. Shamim, and Dr. Mamta Bansal on 3 February, 2018.

3. Rakesh Kumar Goyal has been awarded PhD in Department of Electronics under the supervision of Prof. (Dr.) R. P. Agarwal, and Dr. S.S. Rajput on 31 March, 2018.

4. Praggya Agnihotry has been awarded PhD in Department of Electronics under the supervision of Prof. (Dr.) R. P. Agarwal on 25 November, 2017.

5. Mukesh Kumar Mittal has been awarded PhD in under the supervision of Prof. (Dr.) R. P. Agarwal, and Dr. S.S. Rajput on 13 February, 2018.

6. Abhishek Kumar has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Dr. S. S. Chauhan on 16 October, 2017.
7. Jay Ganesh Tripathi has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Dr. S. S. Chauhan on 16 October, 2017.

8. Anshu Chaudhary has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Prof. (Dr.) Poonam Devdutt, and Dr. S. S. Chauhan on 11 October, 2017.

9. Evgeniya Zharikhova has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Dr. S. S. Chauhan on 30 December, 2017.

10. Kaustubh Chauhan has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Dr. S. S. Chauhan on 24 February, 2018.

11. Parvana Ratan Patel has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Dr. S. S. Chauhan on 24 February, 2018.

12. Preeti Garg has been awarded PhD in School of Business Studies under the supervision of Dr. Neha Yajurvedi on 28 April, 2018.
O. EVENTS (OTHERS)

1. Body Building Competition:

2. SPIC MACAY Program: Shobhit University, Meerut in association with SPIC MACAY held screening of Cinema Classics by great directors like Satyajit Ray, Charlie Chaplin, and Shyam Benegal on 18th, 19th, and 20th April in University Auditorium. Under this the movies; The making of Mahatma, Great Dictator, and Charulata were shown to the students and faculty members.
3. Cricket Club:

बीसी एकादश ने रजिस्ट्रर एकादश को हराया

बीसीपुर राष्ट्रीय क्रिकेट स्टेडियम द्वारा आयोजित पांच विकल्प टी-20 क्रिकेट टूर्नामेंट का आयोजन किया गया। फाइनल मैच में बीसी एकादश ने रजिस्ट्रर एकादश को 36 रन से हरा दिया। बीसी एकादश के कप्तान महमूद तथा रजिस्ट्रर एकादश के कप्तान दीपक रहे। बीसी एकादश ने पहले खेलते हुए 95 रनों का स्कोर रजिस्ट्रर एकादश को दिया। इसके बाद में रजिस्ट्रर एकादश मात्र 51 रन ही बना पाईं। मैच में 31 रन प्राप्त करके अनुज चौधरी को मैन ऑफ दी मैच चुना गया। दिवि के फाइनल में बीसी एकादश की लड़ाकी दीपक की दाहिनी देकर समाप्त किया गया। बीसी एकादश के कप्तान महमूद को टी-20 क्रिकेट टूर्नामेंट की टॉप देकर समाप्त किया गया। टूर्नामेंट को सफल रूप से मैच बल्ले के कोडेंटर राजविलियर शिख, राजेश प्राचेग, टा. योगेश अवरसी, टा. विकास ज्यामिती, जितेंद्र, श्रावश्च, समन गहलोत, योगेश, विक्रम गोस्वामी, राजीव आदि का सहयोग रहा।